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Great things about me...

Energetic

Good
singer

Funny
Lively

!

What makes me
happy...
Asian food
Running
Being outside
Cooking
Singing
Adventures
Chilling out
Being with friends
Being with family

What I would like to do in the future...
I would like to work in a shop
I would like to have lots of adventures like hot air ballooning
I would like to try out new things
I would like to be with other young people
I would like to keep in touch with friends from school

How I like to be supported...
I like someone fit and healthy who loves running around
I like someone who takes time to understand my needs and
my ways of communicating
I like a steady routine
I like time out when I have been concentrating for a while
I like to have balance between activities and peace and quiet
I like to have chill out time

Communication Chart
At this time...

When I do this...

We think it means...

What we do...

When I can’t stand
the noise

I start singing in my own
language and I make
loud noises

Your concentration span
has reached its limit

One of the TA’s takes you out on
the roof terrace for five minutes

When I need
something
(e.i. water)

I take an opportunity to
run as fast as I can

You enjoy exploring
familiar areas and
attention seeking

The fittest of the TA’s would catch
up with you and bring you back.
You will have the biggest smile on
your face if you have achieved
your goal

During lesson time

I am laughing hysterically
and spinning round

You are not comfortable
working with unfamiliar
staff

We let you work with a familiar
face

During lesson time

You are either unhappy,
I squeeze the staff’s or
students’ arm, I spit or run unwell, or work is too
hard
around

Staff will sit opposite you and talk
to you calmly, repeating simple
phrases like ‘calm down Amir’ or
similar. We also change the
activity to help you calm down

